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Refilling the Fiscal Punch Bowl  
• Another Round of Fiscal Stimulus

• The onset of further stimulus will likely prime the economy for substantial 
spending during a vaccine-driven recovery 

• Green Shoots in Employment
• The strong jobs report is a welcome sign of recovery, but is not strong 

enough to knock the Fed off of its accommodative path

• Sub-2% Inflation No Longer?
• Real estate remains one of the last asset classes to properly reflect the 

recovery and higher inflation environment
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Another Round of Fiscal Stimulus

• Stimulus – in the Trillions. Senate Democrats have passed Biden’s $1.9T stimulus proposal
through a budget reconciliation process, which requires only a 50-vote majority. Nearly
a quarter of the bill will fund individual $1,400 stimulus checks. Other significant
components include $400 weekly unemployment payments and aid for state/local
governments. The remaining funds will be allocated toward schools, vaccination
efforts, paid leave and various tax credits. All things considered, it appears another
large fiscal outlay is imminent, perhaps totaling up to 9.2% of U.S. GDP.

• Priming the Economy For Growth. Federal COVID-19 stimulus has been unprecedented,
and should the Rescue Plan pass, fiscal stimulus would total ~25% of U.S. GDP.
Incoming transfer payments may help some individuals stay afloat during the gradual
reopening. However, the elevated personal savings rate, now just over 20%, suggests
that a large portion of stimulus will likely end up in consumers’ savings accounts.
Considering the already massive quantity of aggregate savings, further stimulus should
prime the economy for significant growth once herd immunity is reached.

• Higher Consumption on the Horizon. U.S. household spending has been a big driver of
economic activity, having already overtaken its pre-pandemic highs. That said, certain
cohorts in the economy have yet to fully recover, especially within high-contact
industries. That said, after previous fiscal spending bills, a broader acceleration of
consumption trends across both low and high-contact portions of the economy
ensued, which will likely be the case this time.

Chart of the Week:
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The onset of further stimulus will likely prime the economy for 
substantial spending during a vaccine-driven recovery 

Total Covid-19 Fiscal Stimulus Has Been Unprecedented In Magnitude



Sub-2% Inflation No Longer?

• Pricing Pressure. Inflation pressures have continued to percolate, primarily due to
supply-side factors. According to the ISM’s February Manufacturing PMI, the prices
paid component rose to 86.0, its highest reading since ‘08. The culprit appears to be
higher prices on raw materials, along with supply shortages. Potential inflationary
pressures could arise from another stimulus package adding to the combined effects
of pent-up demand and massive consumer savings once the economy more-fully
opens and offers opportunities for spending.

• Inflation Gameplan. In high inflation settings (4%+ annualized), both commodities and
gold have a history of strong performance as hedges against rapidly rising price levels.
In periods of deflation, core fixed income and cash benefit from a fixed stream of
payments that garner increasing purchasing power among falling prices for goods and
services. For all the times in between when inflation is more modest in nature, equities
and real estate, which are claims on real assets, tend to perform best.

• Opportunity in Real Estate. Inflation appears on track to be within the Fed’s permitted
territory (2.0% - 2.5%), which has historically been a positive environment for real estate
securities such as REITs*. In addition, global real estate currently appears to be a more
attractive valuation opportunity among risk-assets, particularly relative to U.S. large-
cap, which has rallied considerably over the last year. Real estate remains one of the
last asset classes to improve materially from pandemic-lows, suggesting there is still
value to be found in the marketplace.
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Green Shoots in Employment

• Unemployment Grinds Lower. Last Friday’s jobs report again exhibited the slow grind
forward in labor markets. The unemployment rate in the U.S. ticked modestly lower to
6.2% in February vs. 6.3% in January, still well below the pandemic peak of 14.8% last
April. As the U.S. approaches the herd immunity threshold, inoculation rates may be a
key determinant to the steady pace of job gains.

• Looking Beyond Headline Figures. The U.S. labor force participation rate, which is the
portion of the working-age population either employed or actively seeking job
opportunities, held steady at 61.4% in February, which is still well below its pre-pandemic
level of 63.3%. A singular focus on the unemployment rate may miss the bigger picture
since the pandemic has prompted many to exit the labor force. As a result, investors
should expect labor force participation to be an important part of the Fed’s calculus in
determining progress toward its “full employment” mandate and the timing of future
interest rate adjustments.

• Improvement at the Pandemic Epicenter. Non-farm payrolls handily outperformed
consensus estimates for February (+379k vs. +175k), but there were also some interesting
tidbits beneath the surface. Employment in the leisure/hospitality increased by +355k
month-over-month, as it appears some businesses in those industries are gearing up for a
return to more normal activity. That said, total employment for those industries still sits
more than 17% lower than it did last February, suggesting that the most hard-hit sectors
are not quite out of the woods yet.

The strong jobs report is a welcome sign of recovery, but is not 
strong enough to knock the Fed off of its accommodative path

Real estate remains one of the last asset classes to properly 
reflect the recovery and higher inflation environment

*Real Estate Investment Trusts
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This presentation is intended to be a review of matters of
possible interest to Glenmede Trust Company’s clients and
friends and is not intended as personalized investment
advice. Advice is provided in light of a client’s applicable
circumstances and may differ substantially from this
presentation. Opinions or projections herein are based on
information available at the time of publication and may
change thereafter. Information obtained from third-party
sources is assumed to be reliable, but accuracy is not
guaranteed. Outcomes (including performance) may differ
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due to various risks and uncertainties. Any reference to risk
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eliminated. All investments have risk. Clients are encouraged
to discuss the applicability of any matter discussed herein with
their Glenmede representative.
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